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Containerized Substations
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Containerized Control Rooms
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A SCADA system usually consists of the following subsystems:
 Remote terminal units (RTUs) connect to sensors in the process and convert sensor signals to digital data. They have telemetry hardware capable of sending digital data to the supervisory system, as well as receiving digital commands from the supervisory system. RTUs often have embedded control capabilities such as ladder logic in order to accomplish boolean logic operations.
    Programmable logic controller (PLCs) connect to sensors in the process and convert sensor signals to digital data. PLCs have more sophisticated embedded control capabilities (typically one or more IEC 61131-3 programming languages) than RTUs. PLCs do not have telemetry hardware, although this functionality is typically installed alongside them. PLCs are sometimes used in place of RTUs as field devices because they are more economical, versatile, flexible, and configurable.
    A telemetry system is typically used to connect PLCs and RTUs with control centers, data warehouses, and the enterprise. Examples of wired telemetry media used in SCADA systems include leased telephone lines and WAN circuits. Examples of wireless telemetry media used in SCADA systems include satellite (VSAT), licensed and unlicensed radio, cellular and microwave.
    A data acquisition server is a software service which uses industrial protocols to connect software services, via telemetry, with field devices such as RTUs and PLCs. It allows clients to access data from these field devices using standard protocols.
    A human–machine interface or HMI is the apparatus or device which presents processed data to a human operator, and through this, the human operator monitors and interacts with the process. The HMI is a client that requests data from a data acquisition server or in most installations the HMI is the graphical user interface for the operator, collects all data from external devices, creates reports, performs alarming, sends notifications, etc.
    A Historian is a software service which accumulates time-stamped data, boolean events, and boolean alarms in a database which can be queried or used to populate graphic trends in the HMI. The historian is a client that requests data from a data acquisition server.
    A supervisory (computer) system, gathering (acquiring) data on the process and sending commands (control) to the SCADA system.
    Communication infrastructure connecting the supervisory system to the remote terminal units.
    Various processes and analytical instrumentation.
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In House Manufacturing of Motor Control Centres
MCC's built to IEC 61439, SANS 1973-1
Factory acceptance testing (FAT) by client witness, Capabilities 400V, 525V & 690V
Starter Selection: Type 2 coordination Starters: ABB, Siemens, Schneider
Metal Construction: Mild steel, 3CR12 or Aluzinc sheetmetal, powdercoated.
Intelligent starters: Siemens Simocode, Schneider LMTR relay
Earth fault protection: New Elec, Elsec, CBI
Form of separation: 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b
IP ratings: 54, 55, 65
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Distribution Boards
A distribution board (also known as panelboard or breaker panel) is a component of an electricity supply system that divides an electrical power feed into subsidiary circuits, while providing a protective fuse or circuit breaker for each circuit in a common enclosure. Normally, a main switch, and in recent boards, one or more residual-current devices (RCD) or residual current breakers with overcurrent protection (RCBO), are also incorporated
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EC&I Installations
We provide a full EC&I turnkey solution, from professional Design to Construction, Commissioning, HandoverErecting of cable rack routesMounting of area lightingInstallation of Plant earthingField Stations
Cable dressing and terminations
Conveyor Safety instrumentationQuality Control Packs signed off by Master Installation Electrician
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About us:

At Switchboard Services our vision is to provide top quality engineering solutions and cost saving by eliminating the middle man by providing multi discipline services in the E&I field in house dependent on client requirements, and thereafter successfully execution of the project within time and budget.

Our specialty lies within Design, manufacturing, Installation & commissioning of all types of Motor Control Centres, Control Panels, PLC Panels, Relay Logic Panels, Distribution boards etc. with priority ensuring the client a reliable solution on handover.

Our main focus is targeting the Mining, Metals & Minerals industry to provide any services in the Electrical, Control & Instrumentation disciplines.
We have a dedicated construction team for all our installation work and in our Manufacturing workshop a team for building & wiring of Motor Control Centres, PLC Panels, DB's, Power Factor Correction Panels etc.Our number one priority is quality!
Enquiries can be sent to info@switchboardservices.co.za

We are a Level 6 B-BBEE contributor

CIDB Level 6EP (in progress)

http://switchboardservices.co.za/Projects/
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For a full Project reference listPlease visit our websitewww.switchboardservices.co.za
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